Compressive Raman is a recent framework that allows for large data compression of microspectroscopy during its measurement. Because of its inherent multiplexing architecture, it has shown imaging speeds considerably higher than conventional Raman microspectroscopy. Nevertheless, the low signal-to-noise (SNR) of Raman scattering still poses challenges for high-sensitivity bio-imaging exploiting compressive Raman: (i ) the idle solvent acts as a background noise upon imaging small biological organelles, (ii ) current compressive spectrometers are lossy precluding high-sensitivity imaging. We present inexpensive high-throughput spectrometer layouts for high-sensitivity compressive hyperspectroscopy. We exploit various modalities of compressive Raman allowing for up to 80X reduction of data storage and 2X microspectroscopy speed up at a 230-nm spatial resolution. Such achievements allowed us to chemically image sub-diffraction-limited biological specimens (lipid bilayers) in few seconds.
I. INTRODUCTION
Raman microspectroscopy allows probing a chemically heterogeneous system with high spatial resolution and superb molecular selectivity. In particular, Raman-based imaging holds promising applications for biological specimens studies 1 , such as for cancer 2, 3 and bacteria detection 4, 5 , molecular biology imaging [6] [7] [8] [9] , to cite few examples. Nevertheless, hyperspectroscopy (i.e. spatiallyresolved spectroscopy), in general, generates large data sizes which will eventually become a hurdle when bringing Raman spectroscopic imaging as a valuable tool for clinical tests, for example, for issues related to data storage and access. As Raman microspectroscopy acquisition speeds continuously advance 10 , it will become increasingly important to achieve data compression, in particular for dynamic and/or large-scale imaging at high-resolution.
Single-pixel-based compressive sensing technology has attracted a large interest recently 11 . The idea behind compressive sensing is to obtain the same information as in multi-pixel technologies approaches, however through a designed optical experiment that will compress the data at the acquisition stage, by undersampling. In a post-processing step, efficient computational methods retrieve the desired information accurately. Interestingly, single-pixel approaches are particularly powerful where multi-pixel technology is still lacking or challenging, such as in terahertz and pumpprobe spectroscopy methods 12, 13 . Single-pixel compressive sensing is a very appealing approach for Raman imaging as it is inexpensive and may have very fast computational reconstruction times, allowing for real-time applications. Compressive microspectroscopy is based on spectral, or spatiospectral multiplexing 14 , which is achieved by fast programmable spatial light modulators, such as digital micromirror devices (DMD), operating at 10's kHz.
While compressive microspectroscopy 14-26 is a promising technology, it still lacks sensitivity for bio-imaging when compared to sensitive CCD cameras. High-sensitivity imaging is of particular relevance in the sub-micron spatial scale, as it is the size range of many organelle in a cell [7] [8] [9] 27 , including lipid droplets, cell membranes, and membrane-less organelles. The challenges for highsensitivity compressive microspectroscopy are two-fold. First, apart from Raman scattering being a weak effect, the Raman signal (I R ) scales unfavourably with spatial resolution: I R ∝ ω 2 0 for objects that fill the focus (ω 0 being the focus size of the excitation laser). Therefore, upon lowresolution imaging, the overall signal increases but the sensitivity decreases for detecting objects that have a size smaller than the focus, as the surrounding solvent adds as a strong background.
Second, and related to compressive spectrometer layouts, there is a strong size mismatch (100X) between sensitive detector sizes and the size of the spectrum spread in the Fourier plane of a spectrometer (i.e. on the DMD). This mismatch is the main cause of sensitivity loss in compressive spectrometers.
Here, we exploit novel high-throughput and inexpensive spectrometer designs for high-resolution and high-sensitivity compressive Raman imaging of biological specimens. This is achieved by dispersion-controlled layouts to focus a large spectral bandwidth on a small single-pixel detector.
After discussion of the methods we propose, we showcase two compressive Raman modalities exploiting different levels of a priori knowledge from the system being imaged. We then demonstrate chemical imaging of sub-wavelength Raman sources using the compressive spectrometer.
II. METHODS

Confocal microscope
The compressive Raman microscope is based on a standard layout of an epi-detection Raman microscope ( 
Single-pixel compressive spectrometer
The home-built spectrometer is based on a traditional Czerny-Turner design. The signal coming out of the fiber is collimated by an achromatic lens L1 (f=19mm, AC127-019-A-ML, Thorlabs), which then impinges on a high-efficiency transmission grating (FSTG-VIS1379-911, Ibsen Photonics, 1379 l/mm) providing about 85 % diffraction efficiency around λ=600 nm. After the grating, the beam is spectrally dispersed and different colors are focused with an off-axis parabolic mirror PM (f=101.6 mm, 90 • off-axis angle, MPD149-P01, Thorlabs). The DMD module (V-7001, ViALUX, 0.7" XGA resolution, with V4395 controller board) selects the various wavelength to be detected. Typically, we bin about 8 pixels, thus having a macropixel size that is slightly below the spectral resolution of the spectrometer.
The signal from the DMD is steered into an avalanche photodiode operating in photon counting mode (SPCM-AQRH-44, Excelitas Technologies). This module combines high quantum efficiency from Si avalanche photodiodes (70 %), large dynamic range (low dark and high maximum count rate), with an active area diameter of 180 µm. The small area, while keeping high quantum efficiency, is of particular importance in the design because focusing the complete spectrum to the size of the detector-chip efficiently is not straightforward. We note other single-photon counters exist with mm's active area size, however, with lower quantum efficiency. scattering process, which is detected in epi configuration. The sample is raster-scanned with a high-resolution piezo-scanner. The Raman inelastically scattered light is steered into a home-built spectrometer designed for compressive single-pixel experiments. The dashed boxes depicts two strategies (grating or lens telescope) for dispersion management, introduced by the first grating, to focus large bandwidths in the high sensitivity single-pixel detector. DMD=digital micromirror device, PM=off-axis parabolic mirror, L=lens.
RESULTS
Dispersion management for single-pixel compressed spectroscopy
The main challenge of a single-pixel compressive spectrometer is as follows. In a conventional spectrometer, a CCD camera is used to detect the dispersed input light, which size is typically few mm's. In contrast, the compressive spectrometer consists of a DMD, in place of the CCD, which steers wavelength bins onto a small single-pixel detector (100's µm) to achieve high-sensitivity.
Therefore, one has to considerably demagnify the beam reflected off by the DMD. Hence, we studied two strategies that could keep the interesting aspects (costs and throughput) of singlepixel detection.
We investigated two approaches that are presented in dashed box insets of Fig. 1 . The first approach is based solely on lenses (lens-based), motivated by the fact that transmission of lenses are highest compared to other optical elements. To aid the discussion, we recall the Smith-Helmholtz invariant (yσ = y σ ) relating planes y (grating 1), ray angles σ (arising from grating dispersion before PM), to y (L3) and σ (arising from focusing with L2) of an optical system. As the grating plane y is imaged onto plane y by a PM and L2, we have:
Eq. 1 shows that dispersions and magnifications can be interchanged. For instance, σ can be reduced by simply increasing the magnification m. However, the maximum magnification is limited by the clear aperture of L3. The second approach is based on a second grating to cancel the dispersion of the first one (Fig. 1, grating-based) , as typically done in pulse shapers of ultrafast spectroscopy, if they have the same groove density. Note that if the second grating is of different dispersion, one can adjust f 2 to match the dispersion given by σ .
We have compared the two methods. For the lens-based approach, we used an effective 4X demagnification (in the figure it is presented as a single lens L2). For the grating-based method, we used a second grating with the same dispersion as the first grating. We have inspected the spectrum of the lens-based approach (17 nm-bandwidth) and grating-based approach (77 nmbandwidth). While both methods coupled large bandwidths (over 100's cm −1 ), the lens-based had too much losses originating from clipping in the edge of lenses. Therefore, we used the gratingbased design. Nevertheless, we believe the lens-based throughput could overcome the grating-based if a low-dispersion grating is used. The measurement process of the hyperspectrum is done by a combined use of the piezo-scanner and the DMD, described elsewhere 30 . Briefely, the sample is illuminated in a raster scan manner over the image plane. For each spatial position, the Raman signal generated by the sample is measured using the compressive spectrometer. Instead of performing a wavelength scan over the spectral domain, the spectral content is measured using multiplexed detection with Hadamard functions generated with the DMD. One key advantage of using Hadamard basis is for increasing the SNR 14,31,32 because half the pixels are always on. This sampling scheme can be expressed in matrix form as y = Sx, where the vector y contains each one of the integrated measurements,
x is the hyperspectral object (in vector form), and the whole sensing process is described by the linear operator S, which is the Kronecker product of the two sampling bases used here: S = I ⊗ H (I being the canonical spatial-scanning basis, and H the Hadamard spectral-scanning basis). In order to reduce the number of measurements, we select a random subset of rows of S to measure the hyperspectral dataset. Then, we use compressive sensing algorithms to solve the following optimization problem:
based on the Total Variation as the regularizing function, which has been previously reported to provide good results in multispectral imaging scenarios 33, 34 . The reconstructions can be seen in Fig. 2 of a relatively small region of the sample (64x64 spatial positions and 128 spectral channels). From the spectral information, we can distinguish between the water content of the sample (coloured green), and the polystyrene beads (red).
Compressive Raman with a priori knowledge
In supervised compressive Raman, one estimates the proportions of a linear combination of M eigenspectra (P), from N measurements (x). This is achieved by projecting the input spectrum onto N optimized spectral filters (F) with the DMD. Each spatial pixel can then be written as x = F P c, where proportions c are estimated from simple inversion of F P . The key step for proportion estimation is to develop filters that are robust against noise 18, 21 . We use as a metric the variance of the Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) to determine the optimized spectral filters. A thorough description of the method can be found elsewhere 21, 22 . is presented with chemical selectivity. After generation of the optimized filters (Fig. 3A , optimized filters are presented above spectra in the top-right inset), we obtain x from which we estimate c in a pixel-wise manner. Chemically selective images are then presented in pseudo-color images (Fig. 3A) or analysed separately in their respective channels (Fig. 3A insets shows water and polystyrene proportions). Due to high-resolution imaging, the pseudo-color images are highly contrasted (lack of yellow color).
To further quantify the resolution and demonstrate high-sensitivity detection, we present images of 88-nm polystyrene beads, sizes below the diffraction limit of the system, in Fig. 3B . Despite the low SNR, one observes regions of aggregated beads with high intensities, and isolated ones with much lower intensities. To estimate the resolution of the system, we use a simple deconvolution using the measured line profiles of the low-intensity beads (≈250 nm). We obtain a resolution of ≈230 nm, a value close to the diffraction limit of the system.
Sensitivity to model membranes
Finally, we use the compressive spectrometer to demonstrate sensitive imaging of biological specimens with sizes below the diffraction limit. The sample chosen are vesicles made of lipids as they are model systems in cell membrane biology 8, 9 , and also because the eigenspectrum is not expected to considerably change for different environments. Fig.4A shows the estimated proportions of the lipid and water response. In the lipid channel, there are clearly various bilayers wrapped around each other, a topology common to thin multilamellar vesicles 35 . In the water channel, there is a slight decrease in the overall water response due to the finite thickness of the lipid bilayers.
The drop in intensity in the water channel allow us to estimate the water depletion thickness, as the Rayleigh length is much smaller than the vesicle curvature. From the intensity drop of the water channel (Fig. 4B) , we estimate a maximum multilayer thickness of 54 nm (the strongest water proportion intensity dip), corresponding to 11 bilayers at that location.
DISCUSSION
We have presented a new spectrometer layout designed for single-pixel spectroscopy. With this layout, we showcase two types of compressive Raman modality, either without a priori knowledge or with a priori knowledge of the eigenspectra of the hyperspectrum. The main purpose of the high-throughput spectrometer is to enable sensitive measurements of specimens that are smaller than the microscope resolution; Because the solvent background generates a strong background, we reduce its intensity by tight focusing, and also increase the dynamic range of the detection system with low-noise and high-sensitivity detection.
Remarkably, we could detect with molecular selectivity few bilayers with the current design.
Previously, vesicle systems were mostly imaged by coherent Raman scattering techniques 29, [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] , which are considerably more expensive and complex than the layout presented here. We estimated that the strongest region in Fig. 4A contains about 11 bilayers. Given the linearity of the spontaneous Raman process on the local concentration, we expect single-bilayer 8,9,27 imaging with slight improvements in the current design, for instance, by addition of a second detector 42 and with larger clear-aperture gratings to reduce losses due to clipping.
There have been various demonstrations to accelerate Raman imaging for biological applications.
These include line scan methods 6 , spatial focii multiplexing 43 , and widefield microscopy 25, 44 . Highsensitivity in slit-based spectrometers 6,43 is challenging as non-confocal geometries are hard to reach diffraction-limited performance 45 . In that sense, light-sheet excitation-widefield imaging 44 could probably provide highest sensitivity, however the whole image plane has to be optically clear and static during acquisition because of the spectral/temporal sampling. The abovementioned methods all use sensitive cameras, contraty to single-pixel approaches, thus avoiding slow and noisy measurements at high speeds (mostly read-out noise) 22 . In addition, the combination of singlepixel-spectroscopy with tight-focusing (or confocal) allows for low-power CW lasers to be used.
Nevertheless, the main disadvantage of compressive Raman with a priore information is its need for at least one long scanning to obtain the eigenspectra "dictionary", although a "blind" sampling approach to learn the dictionary has been proposed 19 . Note that even in biological applications one expects only a few eigenspectra 7 , which supports that compressive Raman approaches may have the fastest imaging speeds.
Previous compressive spectrometers used less sensitive detection. Quantum efficiency and dark counts of the detector are two key parameters for high-sensitivity detection as they determine the overall throughput and dynamic range for proportion estimation. The overall throughput scaling of the grating-based approach is φ 4 l φ DMD φ 2 g φ d , where φ i denotes the throughput of the lenses (l), DMD (DM D), gratings (g) and detector (d) (by detector throughput we mean quantum efficiency). Given that lenses and gratings may have negligible losses, the largest penalty is the DMD and detector quantum efficiency. In our design, we achieve a theoretical throughput of 34% (φ g = 85%, φ d = 70%, φ DMD = 70%). A higher throughput value (50%) is expected if operating in the near-IR as optical elements are commercially available. Note, however, while the sensitivity might be higher, the overall signal will be lower as the Raman cross-section scales as λ −4 . An alternative grating-based approach is to fold the design (back-reflect the light into the same grating) 15 , however this would be even more lossy as the DMD has the lowest throughput in the design. Finally, the lens-based approach may reach overall throughput of 50% after meticulous design of the optical elements.
CONCLUSION
High-sensitivity Raman imaging means detecting faint signals over strong idle backgrounds.
To address that, we have presented two inexpensive layouts of a high-throughput spectrometer for single-pixel compressive Raman microspectroscopy, and demonstrated its application with two different levels of a priori information. Such layout allowed for high-sensitivity imaging of fewbilayers vesicle in few seconds, therefore paving the way of compressive Raman for cell biology applications.
